
ModuGo is an online marketplace for 
used modular buildings and shipping 
containers. ModuGo brings together 
sellers, buyers and service providers 
to our user-friendly nationwide 
platform. 

Need Assessment

This section focuses on understanding modular homes, the areas where it can be used, pros and 
cons of modular homes, top market shareholders in the US market, the competitors and the 
market trends. Later on understanding e-commerce in US, consumer behaviour, real-estate 
industry in the US, the home buying experience. 

Market Sector Served

Education

Retail Security

Healthcare Storage

Emergency/disaster relief

Size of Market

Industry Outlook

Ecommerce in US

- Industry is responding to current housing market demands and stresses
- Rapid growth in population over next decade looking to maximize housing value proposition
- As demand for our homes grows, more U.S. jobs created

Challenges faced

As per Center of Real Estate, United States following are the top real estate market place in US:

Based on the report generated by Redfin
- These websites are slow to show new listings.
- Horribly inaccurate information.
- Redfin has found that approximately 36% of the listings shown as active on Zillow and 
Trulia were no longer for sale in the local MLS.
- Common complaint from users of websites like Trulia and Zillow is the misleading nature 
of their advertising of listings.

Competitor Analysis

Stakeholders For an online marketplace

According to MBI (Modular Building Institute) USA, the 4 largest fleet owners control 
approximately 61% percent of all industry owned units in North America are:

- Modspace
- Algeco Scotsman
- Mobile Modular
- Mobile Mini

 Table: Company brief of the competitors

Competitor Modspace Algeco Scotsman Mobile Modular 

Parameters

About

Year Founded

Headquater

Website

Alexa Ranking

ModSpace is the American 
owned market leader in time-
tested product quality; new, 
innovative modular 
technologies; and measured 
customer service.

Berwyn, Pennsylvania Baltimore, Maryland Livermore, California Phoenix, Arizona

www.modspace.com www.willscot.com www.mobilemodular.com www.mobilemini.com

Global Rank - 535,930 Rank 
in United States - 121,599

Global Rank - 1,021,404 
Rank in United States - 
238,208

Global Rank - 1,322,227 
Rank in United States - 
268,226

Global Rank - 659,687 Rank 
in United States - 221,338

2007 2007 1979 1983

Algeco Scotsman is a global 
business services provider 
focused on modular space, 
secure portable storage 
solutions and workforce 
camp accommodations.

Mobile Modular offers high-
quality modular buildings and 
portable classrooms for rent, 
lease or purchase.

Mobile Mini, Inc. is a provider 
of portable storage solutions 
to construction companies 
and manufacturers
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- No existing ecommerce platform
- Few competitors don’t have their own delivery service
- It is majorly sell or rent.
- Not all competitors allow buying of used product.
- Only Algeco Scotsman has a section where they are explaining the purchase process (how it 
works) to the user.
- None allow user to take help from consultants.
- Only Modspace and Mobile mini has a 24-hour customer care service.
- Location wise search is a must for availability of resources and product

Competitor Analysis was also done on the funtionality and UI of the websites and other human 
factors such as location, accessible, availability, ordering process, service type. To understand 
the competitors better it was important to perform SWOT analysis for all the 4 companies

Summary Competitor Analysis

Shipper InstallerSellerBuyers

User Research Insights

Sellers/Manufacturer
- Willing to continue selling online
- None sell their products on any other 3rd party website
- Modular classrooms are sold the maximum
- People have a negative stigma for modular buildings
 - Not many architects are involved in this industry
- There is no direct interaction between the owner and the manufacturer
- LEED certification is gaining recognition

Buyers
- Not aware of manufacturers and where to find them - Negotiation of price and comparable price
- Assistance in paper work
- Not buying after reading reviews
- Buy or rent
- Actual images not available

Persona of Manufacturer

Persona of Buyer

Modular Construction Journey Map
Stages Considering buying

options
Research and
Planning

Search Making offer and
finalising the order

Order confirmed and
getting permits

Manufacturing Shipping Installation

GOALS Decide on buying modular 
classroom for the new batch
of students in the school

Assess the exact needs and 
finalise in the vendor

Find the builder, ideal 
classroom based on 
requirements

Negotiate with the builder
and make an order

Plan, design and visit the 
manufacturing plant for
inspections and needs  

To create the module 
based on the plan and 
drawings.

Shipping of the building to
on-site without any 
property damage.

Finish the fittings of the 
home and make it ready 
for handing it over

Touchpoints/
Channel - Online real estate 

   portals
- Online reviews
- Blog portals
- Local Builders or 
   contractors

- Experts
- Financial docs
- Blogs and articles
- Discussion with
   management and 
   about finances

- Manufacturer’s 
   websites
- Blogs and online
   portals
- Google Maps

- Management for 
   budget
- People who know 
   about the field in 
   more detail

- Meeting with 
   manufacturer
- Emails
- Calls
- Messaging

- Mails
- Calls
- Messaging
- Shipping calculations
- Google Maps

- Mails
- Calls

- Mails
- Calls

Stakeholders - Owner
- Management

- Owner
- Management

- Builder
- Owner
- Manufacturer

- Builder
- Owner
- Manufacturer

- Builder
- Engineering team
- Third-party consultant
- Sales specialist
- Local Authority

- Builder
- Engineering team
- Third-party inspector
- Factory workers
- Transportation 
   specialist

- Transportation 
   company
- State and local 
   authorities

- General Contractor
- Local building
   inspector
- Installation Crew

Scope - Basis on the client’s
   requirement we can 
   suggest whether to 
   buy or rent a modular
   classroom

- Certified manufacturer,
   need to create their 
   portfolio

- Suggestion can be given
   like top manufacturers/ 
   builder in your area, most 
   rated manufacturer/
   builder 

- Smart Assistance to 
   decide which deal 
   will be the best

- Provide actual images
   of the house or 3D 
   videos

- Bidding on modular
   homes

- Also, show what others 
  have bid removing the 
  confusion

- Sharing complete details
  about project can be
  shared 

- If the owner is unable to
  visit the plant then 
  he/she can be provided 
  with either video or
  images to show progress

- Insurance on the module
  that is getting shipped.
  Insurance to be bought 
  by manufacturer

- General Contractor
- Local building
   inspector
- Installation Crew

Thoughts Decide which builder/
manufacturer is better

Not sure if the deal 
made is correct or
not

Hesitant about the
construction and the
progress of 
construction

Satisfied after visting
the manufacture’s 
plant

What if the owner is
unable to visit the
plant

Crane should not be 
idle as the rent is very
expensive

Shipping tracking 
details

Uncertainity of the
module getting 
damaged during 
shipping

Poor communication 
between the builder 
and the local contractor

Don’t understand all
the terminologies

Do I need to know all
type of information? Actual image of the 

home is not present as
it has to be constructed 

What would be better
buy or rent?

Activities Ask for advice from
local builders, 
contractors and 
agents

Arrange for finances 
for the purchase

Go online and check
for modular 
manufacturers and 
builders who build 
class room based 
on zipcode.

Learn about 
manufacturer and 
builder

Owner finalises the
plan of the house 
based on the catalog
the builder has 
provided

Finalise on a builder

Owner has a meeting 
with the builder and 
discuss the needs 

Builder contacts a 
modular manufacturer
preliminary pricing 
based on client’s 
requirement

Negotiation with the
builder

Client finalises price
and preliminary 
drawings

Contract is signed b/w
builder and owner. 
Purchase order is 
shared with the 
manufacturer

Project documents 
sent to a third-party 
consultant for revision

Transport companies 
are responsible for 
obtaining the 
local/regional permits

Contractor arranges
for cranes and 
schedules installation

MEP Fittings, 
completing exterior 
systems

Any damages are 
repaired

Delay in permits due to 
late approvals from
local authorities

Module packed and 
sealed and shipped

Design and 
construction procedure 
are discussed

Comparison price 
and floor plans

Learn about different
types of classrooms/
office spaces 

Discussion with 
management for 
approval

Decide on timeline

Gather all permits and
documents modular
construction

Any updation received 
are updated and 
corrected by the 
engineering team

Architects and owner
inspect the building’s 
progress and quality 
during manufacturing

Fabrication is checked 
by a third party 
inspector

Transportation 
specialist verifies that 
the modules can be 
shipped

Manufacturer, builder 
and onsite contractor  
coordinate schedules 
and module 
installation

Client visits onsite
to see the installation

Blame game b/w
builder and onsite
contractor in case 
there is any error

The sales agent sends 
the document to the 
builder to obtain the 
required permits and 
approvals from the 
local authority

Positive/Requires no change Opportunity Areas/Change 
may effect the existing experience

Problem areas/Needs 
change immediately

Legend

Concept 1

Ideation

Concept 2

A personalized online platform that will allow modular home buyers to plan and personalize 
modular homes online based on zip code.

- The buyer is given templates or reference plans from which the buyer can choose and create 
their desired modular unit.
- User can save the plan in their account and so that they can edit it later or access it from another 
computer.
- When the plan is complete, one can send the plan to ModuGo or request one of the 
representatives to give an expert evaluation on the plan as it should follow the building codes of 
the particular state
- During the expert evaluation the buyer is communicated about any improvements/suggestions 
and also the approximate cost that will be incurred.
- After the final approval of the plan, ModuGo will suggest top rated manufacturer that is nearest 
to the buyer, which deal is the best deals.
- Manufacturers will review and share the price quote with ModuGo and the buyer
- Buyer may consult with the expert and place the order.
- Paperwork is taken care by ModuGo and given to the buyer at the time of delivery.

A personalized online platform that will allow modular home buyers to plan and personalize 
modular homes online based on zip code. Apart from having an online website users may also 
locate stores.

- The buyer can go to these stores and view 1:12 models of the houses.
- Apart from the entire house there will be models of individual rooms also. This will allow the 
buyers to assemble and customize and create their desired modular unit.
- There will be store managers who can assist the users with their requirements
- After the final approval of the plan, ModuGo will suggest top rated manufacturer that is nearest 
to the buyer, which deal is the best deals.
- Manufacturers will review and share the price quote with ModuGo and the buyer
- Buyer may consult with the expert and place the order.
- Paperwork is taken care by ModuGo and given to the buyer at the time of delivery.

Information Architecture of Buyer

Information Architecture of Seller

Wireframes 

Visual Design

Fig: Buyer SignUp page

Fig: Buyer account activation page

Fig: Landing page NOT signed in

Fig: Product detailed page

Fig: Product detailed page

Fig: Product detailed page

Recommendations
From the current study that was performed following can be recommended:

1. A common platform is required where all the stakeholders are involved in modular 
construction can meet and fulfill their needs.
2. A marketplace where buyers can negotiate the price of the modular assets with the seller is 
required.
3. Currently, manufacturers contact their trusted shipper/installer for the delivery and installation 
of the asset on-site. Due to this sometimes the shipping and installation price may affect the 
overall price of the asset. This problem can be solved by ModuGo if they are able to connect the 
manufacturer with the right shipper/installer.
4. Having a robust customer review discussion forum can increase the awareness of modular 
construction among buyers.
5. Having certified manufacturers will create trust among the buyers.
6. Paperwork and documentation is a very tedious job for any individual. This should be 
addressed by ModuGo being the one and only platform by having a legal department.

Want to work together?
If you like what you see and want to work together, get in touch!

Enter your Name Enter your Email Address

NAME

MESSAGE

EMAIL ADDRESS

Enter your message here

SUBMIT


